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[1] Small-scale features in Saturn’s dayside UV auroras are examined using images
obtained on 32 Hubble Space Telescope visits close to Saturn equinox when both northern
and southern emissions were simultaneously observed, allowing their interhemispheric
conjugacy to be investigated. Eastward-propagating patches in the dawn-to-noon sector
were observed on ~70% of visits, which when present were nearly always observed both
north and south. The patches were generally not closely conjugate, however, but typically
displaced in local time by ~0.5–1 h, with maxima in one hemisphere falling near minima in
the other. Averaged angular velocities were ~80% of rigid corotation, larger than plasma
angular velocities reported in the outer magnetosphere to which the emissions are
likely conjugate. We suggest the patches are associated with field-aligned currents of
eastward-propagating ULF waves, specifically second harmonic Alfvén resonances with
typical azimuthal wave numbers m� 20 and plasma rest frame periods ~80 min, plausibly
driven by drift-bounce resonance with hot magnetospheric water ions. Transient dusk
sector emissions of ~10–30 min duration were also observed on ~40% of visits, and found
to be strictly nonconjugate, with enhancements in one hemisphere, north or south, being
unaccompanied by enhancements in the other. We suggest an association with open flux
tubes, and discuss one scenario where hemispheric symmetry is broken on newly opened
flux tubes via the interplanetary magnetic field Y component, plausibly consistent with
nonconjugate events north and south, preferential postnoon occurrence, and time scales of
a few tens of minutes, though the expected relationship with the Y component remains
to be established.
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1. Introduction

[2] High-resolution observations of Saturn’s UV emissions
using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) over the past
~15 years, and more recently using the Ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrograph (UVIS) on the Cassini spacecraft, have shown
the almost continuous presence of near-circular auroral ovals
around each pole, centered typically near to ~16� colatitude in
the south and ~15� in the north [e.g., Gérard et al., 2004;
Badman et al., 2006; Nichols et al., 2009; Carbary, 2012].
The difference in latitude is due to the quadrupole asymmetry
of the internal magnetic field of the planet [e.g., Burton et al.,

2010]. The auroras are generally brighter on the dawn side of
the planet than at dusk, sometimes contain substructures
that sub-corotate relative to the planet, and exhibit dawnside
brightenings and poleward expansions in response to solar wind
induced magnetospheric compressions [Clarke et al., 2005,
2009; Grodent et al., 2005; Bunce et al., 2006; Gérard et al.,
2006]. They are also known to respond in brightness and posi-
tion to the phase of the “planetary period” oscillations that are
ubiquitous in Saturn’s magnetosphere [Nichols et al., 2008,
2010a, 2010b]. Physically, the auroras result from the impact
of ~10 keV electrons on the hydrogen upper atmosphere of
the planet, resulting in H Lyman-a and H2 Werner and Lyman
band emissions [Gérard et al., 2004, 2009]. The downward-
directed electron fluxes most likely occur in regions of
upward-directed field-aligned current associated with shears in
the rotational flow, as sub-corotation on open field lines and
in the outer magnetosphere gives way to near-rigid corotation
in the middle and inner magnetosphere [Cowley et al., 2004,
2008; Bunce et al., 2008b; Belenkaya et al., 2011]. In addition,
a weak secondary UV oval has been observed centered on
~23� colatitude in the southern hemisphere, mapping to the
middle and inner regions, possibly associated with scattering
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of trapped hot magnetospheric particles into the loss cone
[Grodent et al., 2010].
[3] In addition to the above large-scale morphology,

small-scale features have also been observed in Saturn’s
UV auroras. Gérard et al. [2005] reported the presence of
variable features in HST data occurring near the noon merid-
ian that were suggested to be associated with the dayside
cusp, and hence with solar wind coupling processes, while
Radioti et al. [2011] examined UVIS data showing bifurca-
tions in the noon and afternoon oval that they related to a
similar physical origin. Radioti et al. [2009], using HST
images also reported the occurrence of isolated auroral
patches in the dusk sector which were shown to be transient
in nature, brightening and decaying on ~10–30 min time
scales. It was suggested on the basis of comparisons with
near-contemporaneous in situ Cassini data that these could
be formed by hot plasma injections within the magneto-
sphere, resulting in enhanced particle precipitation into the
atmosphere. Grodent et al. [2011] further reported the occur-
rence in high-resolution UVIS pseudo-images of groups of
small-scale auroral “spots” in the dawn and noon-sector
oval. These were ~1000–3000 km in size (~1000 km corre-
sponds to ~1� colatitude in the north-south direction),
persisted for more than a few tens of minutes, and were
found to rotate eastward at ~70% of rigid corotation. It was
suggested that these structures might be formed by fluctua-
tions in flow associated with Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) waves
at the magnetopause and/or boundary layer.
[4] It is evident that simultaneous conjugate observations

of such features could provide key information about their
physical origin. Both equatorially generated KH waves and
plasma injections, for example, would produce emissions
that are spatially conjugate in the two hemispheres, while
cusp emissions involving open field lines need not generally
obey strict conjugacy. Clearly near-simultaneous conjugate
data cannot be obtained by UVIS, because north and south
polar emissions are observed on differing parts of the
Cassini orbit separated typically by many hours. In addition,
only one polar region can usually be observed from Earth by
HST due to the ~27� tilt of the planetary rotation axis, most
recently the southern polar region between the 1995 and
2009 Saturn equinoxes. Near to equinox, however, the
opportunity arises to obtain oblique but simultaneous conju-
gate images of Saturn’s dayside auroras from Earth, an
opportunity that was exploited in February–March 2009 by
an intensive HST campaign when the Saturn sub-Earth
latitude was very low ~ –2.1� (vernal equinox was in mid-
August 2009). Initial results were discussed by Nichols
et al. [2009], who noted that while large-scale auroral character-
istics generally varied in concert north and south, numerous
examples of nonconjugate features were also present. In this
paper we examine in more detail the small-scale auroral struc-
tures in this unique equinoctial data set, in particular the issue
of their conjugacy, or otherwise, in the two hemispheres, and
discuss implications for the physical origins of these features.

2. HST Equinoctial Campaign and Analysis of
Auroral Images

[5] The HST Saturn equinoctial campaign used the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) instrument, specifi-
cally employing the Solar Blind Channel (SBC) [Nichols

et al., 2009]. The ACS/SBC detector is a 1024� 1024
Multi-Anode Microchannel Array with highest throughput
in the FUV wavelength range 115–170 nm, and with an
average resolution of ~0.032 arcsec pixel–1 such that the full
field of view is ~35� 31 arcsec2 (a complete description is
found in Maybhate and Armstrong [2010]). At Saturn’s
distance from Earth (8.39 AU during the campaign), this
field of view is sufficient to encompass the whole of
the planet plus a portion of the rings, thus allowing
both northern and southern auroras to be observed simulta-
neously. The spatial resolution of the images, determined by
the ACS/SBS point spread function (PSF) corresponds to
~2 detector pixels. In the noon-sector auroral region of princi-
pal interest here, this corresponds to ~400 km in the east-west
direction (~0.1 h LT, local time), but to ~1500 km north-south
(~1.5� latitude) due to the oblique view. For this reason we
concentrate in sections 3 and 4 on the longitudinal structure
of the oval emissions rather than the latitudinal. We note for
comparison that the highest resolution auroral pseudo-
images obtained by Cassini/UVIS have a spatial resolution
of ~200 km both directions, though usually being less than
this depending on the radial distance of the spacecraft
[Grodent et al., 2011].
[6] The campaign consisted of 32 one-orbit “visits” that

took place between 23 January and 7 March 2009, with
opposition between Saturn and Earth occurring on 8 March
2009. The visits were organized into seven groups termed
A-G, each consisting of either six (A and B) or four (C-G)
individual visits, thus termed A1 to A6, B1 to B6, and so
on. However, for operational reasons planned visit A2 was
delayed and undertaken out of sequence between visits A5
and A6, such that for clarity we have here relabeled visits
A3-A5 and A2 as A02-A05 in correct time sequence. The
vertical dashed lines in Figure 1, which spans the interval
January-March 2009 (day of year (DoY) 1-90), show the
times of each visit. The interval between each visit varies
over a wide range of time scales, from successive HST orbits
separated by ~1.5 h within groups, to intervals up to ~11
days between groups.
[7] The visit times in Figure 1 are superposed on modeled

solar wind parameters at Saturn propagated from near-Earth
observations using the MHD code of Zieger and Hansen
[2008]. From top to bottom we show the solar wind number
density, velocity, dynamic pressure, and field strength,
together with the radial distance of Saturn’s subsolar magne-
topause obtained from the dynamic pressure using the
Kanani et al. [2010] model. It can be seen that the modeled
solar wind velocity is relatively low throughout the interval,
~350–400 km s–1, while the number density is much more
variable particularly toward lower values, thus leading to
modest dynamic pressures typically below a few� 10–2 nPa,
sometimes dropping as low as 10–3 nPa. Modeled subsolar
magnetopause distances then typically lie in the range
~20–30 RS, corresponding to HST groups A, B, E, and F,
while sometimes expanding as far as ~30–40 RS, as during
groups C, D, and G. (RS is Saturn’s equatorial 1 bar radius,
equal to 60,268 km.) Timing accuracies of the propagated data
near Saturn opposition, determined by comparisons with in
situ data, lie typically in the range ~0.5 to ~2 days [Zieger
and Hansen, 2008; Clarke et al., 2009; Branduardi-Raymont
et al., 2013], thus onlymarginally affecting these determinations.
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It may be noted that the campaign interval corresponds to the
bottom of the recent deep and extended minimum in the solar
cycle, with averaged sunspot numbers near to zero (see http://
secchi.nrl.navy.mil/cactus/).
[8] During each ~40 min visit nineteen individual images

were obtained each with 100 s exposure, except for visit G4
when seventeen images were obtained. The overall data set thus
consists of 606 images. Two filters were also employed,
F115LP and F125LP, covering the FUV wavelength ranges
115–170 nm and 125–170 nm, respectively. The former thus
admits both H Lyman-a and H2 Lyman/Werner band emission,
while the latter excludes H Lyman-a, which is important when
contamination from Earth’s geocorona is likely. In groups A
and B the first seven images in each visit were obtained using
the F115LP filter, while the remaining twelve employed the
F125LP filter. In groups C-G the F115LP filter was used
throughout. The images were then subject to a pipeline reduc-
tion process involving calibration using relevant files obtained
from the Space Science Telescope Institute, location of the plan-
etary disc and scaling to a standard distance of 8.2 AU, and
removal of reflected sunlight (see Nichols et al. [2009] for
further details). Here we have also co-added the data from each
pair of adjacent images to improve the counting statistics,
though not for adjacent images in groups A and B that use
different filters. This results in a final data set of 562 co-added
images, 132 using the F125LP filter (groups A and B only),
and 430 using the F115LP filter.
[9] The polar auroral data from each co-added image were

then mapped onto latitude-longitude grids in each hemisphere,

simulating the view looking down onto the planet from the
north in both hemispheres, with the images being clipped near
the limb to avoid over-stretching as the view becomes increas-
ingly oblique. The mapping assumes an auroral height of
1100 km above the 1 bar reference spheroid, corresponding to
the peak in the emission height profile [Gérard et al., 2009].
These mapped images represent the primary resource employed
in this study, as discussed in the following sections.

3. Auroral Patches in the Dawn Sector

3.1. Examples and Analysis Methods

[10] Figure 2 shows a representative set of images from
visit D3 on 18 February 2009, where the four sets of plots
display the northern and southern auroral emissions from
co-added images 5, 9, 13, and 17, separated from each other
by intervals of ~9 min. The visit and image number are
shown at the top of each set, together with the center time
of the data in the plot. The top two panels in each plot show
polar strips containing the auroral emissions in the original
reduced images for the northern (left) and southern (right)
hemispheres, where the white dashed line shows the plane-
tary limb. The log intensity scale is shown at the top of the
figure, saturated red at 100 kR. The middle panels show
the corresponding projected images, plotted for ease of
comparison with noon at the bottom and dawn on the left
in both hemispheres, such that the view is looking down
from the north in each case (thus through the planet in the
south). White dotted lines show colatitude circles at 10� in-
tervals and LT meridians at 2 h intervals. The blue and red
dotted circles show magnetically conjugate latitude bands

Figure 1. Plot showing modeled solar wind and magnetopause parameters at Saturn for the interval
January–March 2009 (DoY 1–90). From top to bottom we show the solar wind number density (m–3),
velocity (km s–1), dynamic pressure (nPa), and field strength (nT), together with the radial distance to
the subsolar magnetopause (RS). The solar wind parameters were propagated from Earth using the one-
dimensional MHD model of Zieger and Hansen [2008], while the magnetopause distance was obtained
from the dynamic pressure using the model of Kanani et al. [2010]. The superposed vertical dashed lines
show the times of the 32 HST “visits” whose images are studied in this paper.
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Figure 2. Saturn auroral observations from HST visit D3 on 18 February 2009, displaying data from co-added images 5, 9, 13,
and 17, as indicated at the top of each plot set. The center times of the co-added images are also given, separated from each other by
intervals of ~9min. The top two panels in each set show polar strips containing the auroral emissions in the original reduced images
for the northern (left) and southern (right) hemispheres, where the white dashed line shows the planetary limb. The intensity scale is
shown at the top of the figure, saturated red at 100 kR. The middle panels in each set show the corresponding projected images,
both plotted with noon at the bottom and dawn on the left. White dotted lines show co-latitude circles at 10º intervals and LT
meridians at 2 h intervals, while the blue and red dotted circular segments in the north and south, respectively, show magnetically
conjugate latitude bands that span the main emissions in both hemispheres. The lower panels in each set show the emission
intensity in kR averaged in latitude over these bands in the north (blue) and south (red), to which a simple correction for limb bright-
ening has been applied, and plotted versus LT. The lettered arrows in this panel mark the principal peaks in emission (other than the
standing dawn arc), the positions of which are determined as indicated in section 3.1. The corresponding features in the images are
also indicated by similarly lettered arrows.
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in the north and south, respectively, which encompass the
bulk of the auroral emission in both hemispheres. The emis-
sion intensity (in kR) has then been averaged in latitude over
each of these bands in LT strips 0.05 h wide, and is plotted
versus LT in the panel beneath the images for both the north-
ern (blue) and southern (red) hemispheres. These profiles
have also been subject to a simple correction for limb bright-
ening through multiplication by the cosine of the viewing
angle to the local vertical [e.g., Grodent et al., 2005].
[11] The overall auroral morphology in these images

follows the usual pattern, with bright arc-like emissions at
dawn and weaker forms at dusk in both hemispheres. How-
ever, it can also be seen that in addition to the quasi-steady
dawn arc, patch-like emissions are observed between dawn
and noon in both hemispheres, in general labeled a, b, c,
and so on, in the north, and a0, b0, c0 in the south, that yield
similarly-labeled peaks in the intensity-LT line plots beneath
the images. (The near-fixed peaks due to the quasi-steady
dawn arcs are not so labeled, however.) Examination of
the location of these patches and corresponding peaks from
plot-to-plot in the figure shows consistent eastward motion
in both hemispheres, as quantified below. As also shown
below (section 3.2), such dawnside patches represent a very
common feature in our data set, whose location in the oval,
spatial scale, and motion are all similar to the small-scale

“spot” auroral structures previously identified in Cassini UVIS
pseudo-images (albeit at greater spatial resolution in the best
images) by Grodent et al. [2011]. The similarity is even more
striking in the UVIS images presented in Figure 4 of the latter
paper, which have a spatial resolution ~300–400 km, more
comparable to that of the HST images employed here.
[12] If we newly examine the relation between features

observed in the north and south, however, we see that while
patches are indeed simultaneously present in both hemi-
spheres, they are not generally closely conjugate, but instead
are significantly displaced from each other in LT. In Figure 2,
in particular, the maximum associated with patch a in the
north clearly falls near-midway between patches a’ and b’
in the south throughout the interval, with peak emissions
in opposite hemispheres being separated by ~1 h LT. The
weaker near-noon maxima (labeled b in the north and c’ in
the south), however, are more nearly coincident.
[13] To quantify the relative locations of these patches,

and their longitudinal motions, we have determined the LT
position of the principal intensity maxima, and have
followed them from image to image within each visit. The
position of a maximum has been determined by considering
the LT range in the intensity-LT line plot where the intensity
lies continuously within 80% of a peak value, and calculat-
ing an intensity-weighted averaged LT within this range.

Figure 3. Plots showing the LT of principal maxima in the intensity-LT line plots (see Figure 2) plotted
versus image time for the sequence of images obtained from a given visit. Blue triangles and red inverted
triangles correspond to maxima in the north and south, respectively, and the image time is relative to the
center time of the first co-added image in the visit. Least-squares linear fits to image-to-image sequences of
maxima are also shown, whose gradients and corresponding rotation periods (with formal uncertainty
estimates) are indicated on the right, identified by corresponding letters a, b, c, and a0, b0, c0, and so on.
The gradients are given as fractions of 10.56 h rigid corotation, corresponding to angular velocity ΩS.
Results are shown for (a) visit D3 (as in Figure 2), and (b) visit A 4 where the one-point data gap at
~ 0.23 h is due to the change in ACS/SBC filter, such that a co-added image is not formed at this time.
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This procedure yields the positions of the maxima shown by
the labeled vertical lines in the intensity-LT in plots Figure 2.
We then plot the LT of these maxima versus image time for
each of the images in a given HST visit, with results for visit
D3 (as in Figure 2) being shown in Figure 3a. Blue symbols
(triangles) correspond to maxima in the north, red (inverted
triangles) o maxima in the south, and the time scale is rela-
tive to the center time of the first co-added image in each
visit. It can be seen that the sequence of maxima from
image-to-image corresponding to a given moving patch is
very clear, displaying sequentially displaced peaks in the
north and the south in the post-dawn sector, with more
nearly coincident features near to noon. All these features
drift rather steadily eastward with time over the interval, with
the near-noon features losing their identity before the end of
the visit as they propagate into the early afternoon sector.
Least squares linear fits to these data then yield the overall
angular velocities Ω of these motions, indicated (together
with the formal uncertainty estimate) in the boxes to the right
of the plot, labeled by the patch identifier letter. These angu-
lar velocities are expressed as fractions of rigid corotation
with Saturn, where the rotation period of the latter is taken
for definiteness to correspond to exactly 10.56 h (such that
ΩS’ 1.653� 10� 4 rad s� 1). Internal planetary periods of
10.54 h were inferred by Anderson and Schubert [2007]
based on planetary oblateness, and 10.57 h by Read et al.
[2009] based on considerations of Saturn’s zonal winds,
with the value taken here lying between these two. It
can be seen that the rotation rates in this case correspond
typically to (Ω /ΩS)� 0.7� 0.9, not dissimilar to the results
of Grodent et al. [2011], though feature a’ is significantly

slower. The corresponding rotation periods of the auroral
features, typically ~12–15 h, are also given in the figure.
[14] A second more complicated example is shown in

Figure 3b, taken from visit A04, where the one-point data
gap at ~0.23 h results from the change in ACS/SBC filter
as mentioned in section 2. In this case interleaved northern
and southern maxima are again evident in the prenoon
sector, as seen in the sequence a’, a, b’ with increasing LT
in the first half of the visit. However, the picture is then
complicated by a patch bifurcation event in the northern
hemisphere that occurs around ~0.35 h, in which northern
patch a splits into patches b and c. Patch b remains located
between southern patches a’ and b’, moving eastward more
slowly than before (all modestly sub-corotating as in
Figure 3a), while nonconjugate patch c moves with signifi-
cantly super-corotating speed past b’ into the postnoon
sector. Patches c’ and d are initially nearly colocated at
~13 h LT, similar to c’ and b in D3 (Figure 3a), but then
significantly diverge due to the sub-corotational motion of
c’, and the modestly super-corotational motion of d.

3.2. Statistical Analysis

[15] We now provide an overview of the dawn patch
phenomenon determined from all of the equinox campaign
visits, analyzed in the same manner as in section 3.1. In
Figure 4 we first show the LT ranges over which either
single or multiple patches were observed, if any, during each
visit, where the blue bar corresponds to the northern hemi-
sphere and the red to the southern. It can be seen that patches
are identified in 23 out of 32 visits, corresponding to ~72%
of cases, such that it is a common phenomenon as indicated
in section 3.1. Furthermore, in 22 out of these 23 cases,
patches are identified in both hemispheres, such that when
they occur, they usually occur both north and south. Of the
nine visits in which patches were not identified, four corre-
spond to the closely-spaced visits of group G extending over
a ~5 h interval, and a further four to two closely-spaced pairs
in B3-B4 and C2-C3. Comparison with Figure 1 does not
suggest any consistent relation between the occurrence
of these patches, or lack thereof, and the modeled state of
expansion of the magnetosphere.
[16] Figure 4 also shows that the patches are primarily a

dawnside phenomenon as indicated above, only rarely being
observed beyond ~13 h LT. The diamonds and stars plotted
on the vertical bars show where patches formed or lost their
identity within a given visit, respectively. Where no such
symbols are shown, patches were either already present at
the start of the visit or had not disappeared at its end. Patch
formation within the field of view centers near to ~9 h LT,
though with many being present at earlier LTs at the start
of the visits. Disappearances are centered near to ~12 h
LT, the dashed horizontal line in the figure indicating noon.
Diamonds drawn a short way along the bar (visit B6 north
and south) indicate the center of a newly-formed patch that
extended somewhat westward in LT, but, as in all cases,
subsequently propagated eastward. Stars drawn part-way
along the bars (visits A02 and A05 north and south) indicate
the presence of multiple patches, one of which loses its iden-
tity at an earlier LT than one of the others.
[17] In Figure 5, we examine some typical properties of

the patches. In Figure 5a, we consider the LT extent of
individual patches, defined here to be the width within which

Figure 4. Plot showing the LT ranges on the vertical axis
over which either single or multiple dawn auroral patches were
observed during each HST visit, the latter being indicated
sequentially in time along the horizontal axis. Blue bars corre-
spond to the northern hemisphere and red to the southern.
Diamonds indicate where patches were formed in the field of
view during a given visit, and stars where they lost their
identity. Where no such symbols are shown, the patches were
either already present at the start of the visit, or had not
disappeared at its end. For further discussion see section 3.2.
The central dashed line indicates the noon meridian.
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the intensity remains above 80% of the peak value in the
intensity-LT plots, representing the width of the brightest
central region of a patch, generally lying within a more
extended but less well-defined region of emission. Values
have been averaged over the lifetime of an individual patch
within a given visit to produce the histograms shown, blue
corresponding to northern patches, red to southern, and

black to the overall data set. No significant difference is
observed between the north and south (see the statistical data
within the figure panel), the overall mean and standard
deviation (SD) being 0.22� 0.11 h LT. Overall, the distribu-
tion of widths spans from ~0.08 h LT, essentially the instru-
ment PSF, to ~0.37 h LT, equivalent to ~4.5 times the PSF.
This distribution also corresponds to a range of east-west
distances from the ~400 km resolution limit up to ~2000 km,
with the mean value corresponding to ~1000 km. These
scales are thus comparable to the ~1000–2000 km scales
of the auroral “spots” previously studied by Grodent et al.
[2011]. Figure 5b shows a corresponding histogram of peak
limb-brightening corrected emission intensities similarly
averaged over the patch lifetime, typical values extending
from ~2 to ~7 kR. These values are somewhat smaller than
the ~10–30 kR range for individual “spots” quoted by
Grodent et al. [2011], likely as a result of the latitudinal
averaging undertaken here.
[18] Figure 5c newly addresses the issue of patch

conjugacy. Here we show the LT displacement between
adjacent pairs of patches in the northern and southern hemi-
spheres, determined from the mean displacements of the
linear fits (such as those shown in Figure 3) over the inter-
vals of time when both patches were present. A positive
value corresponds to the northern patch being at an earlier
LT than the southern, and a negative value vice versa, with
all successive patch pairs being represented. If the patches
were an essentially conjugate phenomenon, the distribution
would be strongly peaked near to zero displacement, with
corresponding patches lying within ~�0.2 h LT of each
other according to the above width determinations. The
histogram in Figure 5c shows that very few patch pairs are
“conjugate” within this limit, however, with observed
separations typically being more than double this, extending
up to ~�1 h LT. Rather, the distribution of separations is
distinctly bi-modal between positive and negative values,
indicating a preference for longitudinally displaced peaks
north and south, such as those shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The means and SDs of the positive and negative values
taken separately are 0.56� 0.33 and –0.62� 0.51 h LT,
respectively. However, roughly equal numbers of positive
and negative values are represented in the plot (29 positive
and 21 negative), indicating no significant preference for
patches in the north to lead patches in the south or vice versa.
The mean and SD of the distribution overall is 0.05� 0.72 h
LT, consistent with zero.
[19] Figure 6a shows histograms of the dawn patch rota-

tion angular frequenciesΩ normalized toΩS as above, deter-
mined from linear fits such as those shown in Figure 3, while
for ease of comprehension Figure 6b shows the same data in
terms of rotation periods. Blue again corresponds to northern
patches, red to southern, and black to the overall distribution.
The distributions are seen to be very broad in both hemi-
spheres, spanning (Ω/ΩS)� 0.3� 2, corresponding to
periods to ~5–30 h. The purple arrow indicates near-rigid
corotation with the planet at the period of 10.56 h as
discussed above, while the orange arrow emphasizes that the
periods of the rotating “planetary period” oscillations in Saturn’s
magnetosphere, ~10.6–10.8 h [e.g., Andrews et al., 2012],
are also almost the same as rigid corotation on this scale. The
histograms show that while a small fraction of the patches

Figure 5. Histograms showing overall properties of the
dawn auroral patches determined from the ensemble of equi-
nox campaign visits. (a) The LT extent of individual patches,
defined as the width within which the intensity remains
above 80% of the peak value in the intensity-LT line plots,
with values being averaged over all the images within a visit
over the lifetime of the patch. Blue (downward hatching left
to right) corresponds to northern patches, red (upward hatch-
ing left to right) to southern, and black to the overall data set.
Mean values and standard deviations of these distributions
are given numerically in the panel, as well as being indicated
for the overall distribution by the vertical arrow and horizon-
tal bar. (b) A corresponding histogram of peak limb-
brightening corrected emission intensities (kR) similarly
averaged over the lifetime of a patch on a given visit.
(c) The LT displacement between adjacent pairs of patches
in the northern and southern hemispheres, determined from
the mean displacements of the linear fits (e.g., Figure 3) over
the intervals of time when both patches were present. Posi-
tive values correspond to the northern patch being earlier in
LT than the southern, and negative values vice versa, with
all successive patch pairs being represented.
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(~20%) are observed to super-corotate, most of these corre-
sponding to bifurcation events such as that shown in
Figure 3b, the majority significantly sub-corotate. The overall
mean and SD of the patch normalized angular velocity is (Ω/
ΩS)� 0.78� 0.32 (the standard error of the mean being
�0.04), while the mean and SD of the rotation period is
15.8� 5.9 h. Again, no significant differences within the
uncertainties are observed between the separate northern and
southern values, as given in the figure.

[20] It is of central physical interest to compare the patch
angular frequencies with those of the thermal plasma
measured in situ within the magnetosphere. Magnetic
models indicate that the dayside auroras map to the outer
part of the magnetosphere between the outer ring current
and the magnetopause [Belenkaya et al., 2011], typically,
say, to radial distances ~20 RS when the magnetosphere is
reasonably expanded [Bunce et al., 2008a], as seems appro-
priate to most of the interval examined here according to
Figure 1. The green horizontal bars in the upper parts of
the panels in Figure 6 show the plasma rotation angular
frequencies/periods derived from Cassini equatorial ion
velocity measurements in three recent studies spanning
radial ranges at increasing distance. Bar A from Wilson
et al. [2009] corresponds to the radial range 6–10 RS in the
dayside magnetosphere, mapping to lower latitudes than
the main auroral oval, where (Ωp/ΩS)� 0.7� 0.8 with
periods ~13–15 h. These values are seen to be comparable
to the mean patch values, though spanning a much
narrower range. Bar B corresponds to the results of
Thomsen et al. [2010] at larger equatorial distances of
13–17 RS, encompassing a wide range of LTs including
the dayside, that cover a broader and lower range of values
(Ωp/ΩS)� 0.4� 0.7, corresponding to periods ~15–26 h.
These values are seen to span the lower range of auroral patch
angular velocities, with a mean value at the larger distances of
(Ωp/ΩS)� 0.5, rather lower than the mean angular velocity of
the patches. Bar C then corresponds to the results of Arridge
et al. [2011] at 18–21 RS near Titan’s orbit, which indicates
a similarly broad range of values (Ωp/ΩS)� 0.3� 0.6, corre-
sponding to periods ~18–35 h, centered on an even smaller
median value of (Ωp/ΩS)� 0.4. Overall, these results sug-
gest typical plasma angular velocities (Ωp/ΩS)� 0.4� 0.5
in the region to which the patches likely map in the outer
magnetosphere, compared with mean angular velocities of
(Ω/ΩS)� 0.8 for the patches themselves. We thus infer that
the patches typically propagate eastward relative to the
plasma at modest angular velocities, as must certainly be
the case for the fastest near-rigidly rotating and super-
corotating patches.

4. Dusk Sector Transients

4.1. Examples

[21] We now turn to the phenomenon of dusk sector
transients previously studied by Radioti et al. [2009], and
in Figure 7 show a set of images from visit C4 in essentially
the same format as Figure 2, although the optimized emis-
sion color-scale has now been saturated red at 60 kR as
indicated at the top of the figure. Eastward-moving
nonconjugate auroral patches separated by ~1 h LT are again
present in the dawn sector, while here we instead focus on
emissions in the dusk sector. Examining the northern hemi-
sphere data, it can be seen that the emission brightens substan-
tially at latitudes modestly higher than that of the dawn
patches over a broad postnoon sector centered near ~15 h LT
between images 5 and 9, producing peak b in the intensity-LT
line plot for the latter image. The patch remains bright in
image 13, though of diminished intensity, and then fades signif-
icantly in image 17. Examination of all the images in the visit
shows that the lifetime of the transient emission is ~20 min,
typical of the similarly-located transient events examined by

Figure 6. Histograms of (a) dawn patch normalized angular
velocities, and (b) corresponding rotation periods, determined
from linear fits to the image-to-image patch position determina-
tions such as those shown in Figure 3. The angular velocities
are normalized to the planetary angular velocity, taken to
correspond to a period of exactly 10.56 h. Blue corresponds
to northern patches, red to southern, and black to the overall dis-
tribution, as in Figure 5. The overall mean value and standard
deviation is again shown by the vertical black arrow and hori-
zontal bar. The purple arrow indicates the planetary rotation
frequency/period, while the orange arrow indicates the
frequency/period of the rotating “planetary period” oscillations,
which is essentially the same on this scale. The green horizontal
bars indicate the range of plasma rotation angular velocities/
periods inferred from Cassini ion velocity measurements in
differing equatorial radial ranges. Bar A corresponds to the
results of Wilson et al. [2009] for 6–10 RS, B to Thomsen
et al. [2010] for 13–17 RS, and C to Arridge et al. [2011]
for 18–21 RS.
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Radioti et al. [2009]. Newly examining the conjugate emissions
in these images, however, it can be seen that no related enhance-
ment occurred at all in the southern hemisphere, an unexpected
finding that will be shown below to be a general property of
these events.
[22] In Figure 8a, we show the LT of the auroral intensity

maxima versus time for visit C4 in the same format as Figure 3,
together with linear fits to the clear long-lived tracks. The dawn-
side tracks again show the presence of nonconjugate patches in
both northern and southern hemispheres propagating eastward.
The near-stationary peak of dusk transient b in the northern
hemisphere is also evident for ~20 min near ~15 LT, with no

corresponding southern feature. The linear fit to these data
indicate an overall eastward drift at (Ω/ΩS)� 0.45� 0.51,
consistent with zero. A second example is shown in Figure 8b
for visit G2. Unusually in this case, no dawn patches are
present in either hemisphere in conformity with Figure 4,
while two patches are present in the southern hemisphere
only, patch a’ which is near-stationary close to noon with
(Ω/ΩS)� 0.34� 0.12, and patch b’ which is present for
~10 min centered near ~15 LT, which travels eastward at a
super-corotational angular velocity (Ω/ΩS)� 1.72� 0.36
corresponding to a rotation period of ~6 h.

Figure 7. Auroral observations from HST visit C4 on 17 February 2009, in the same format as Figure 2,
except that the emission intensity color scale is now saturated red at 60 kR as indicated at the top of the figure.
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4.2. Statistical Analysis

[23] We now provide an overview of the dusk transient
phenomenon determined from all of the equinox campaign
data, and begin in Figure 9 by showing the occurrence and
LT extent of the phenomenon for all of the visits in the same
format as Figure 4. Dusk patches were observed in 13 out of
32 visits, corresponding to ~41% of cases, showing that it is

a common phenomenon, but does not occur as frequently as
the dawn sector patches. The events are also seen to be well-
distributed throughout the data set, with at least one event
occurring in each group of visits, except for group F where
no dusk patches were observed over a ~5 h interval.
Comparison with Figure 1 again does not suggest a clear
relation between the occurrence of these transients and the
modeled state of the magnetosphere. Most importantly,
however, it is seen that although these events can be
observed in both northern and southern hemispheres with
roughly equal frequency within the small overall numbers
involved, in no cases was a corresponding event observed
in the conjugate hemisphere.
[24] The increased prevalence of diamonds and stars in

Figure 9 compared with Figure 4 results from the short-
lived nature of the dusk transient events compared with the
dawn patches, such that we generally see both the formation
(diamonds) and decay (stars) of the dusk events within a
given visit. The mean location of formation is found to be
~14.5 h LT, while the mean location of decay is at ~15 h
LT. Two single-hemisphere (southern) transient events are
also observed close to noon on consecutive visits G2 and
G3, marked by the dashed lines. Although their properties
are similar to the more typical midafternoon events, it is
not completely evident whether these form part of the same
phenomenon, or whether they represent an additional rarer
noon transient phenomenon. It may be noted from Figure 1
that these visits occurred during an extended interval of un-
usually low modeled dynamic pressure and consequent mag-
netospheric expansion (this conclusion not being affected by

Figure 8. Plots showing the LT of principal maxima in the intensity-LT line plots, plotted versus image
time for (a) visit C4 (as in Figure 7), and (b) visit G2, in the same format as Figure 3. Linear fits are shown
to the data for the clear long-lived tracks.

Figure 9. Plot showing the LT ranges on the vertical axis
over which dusk transient auroral patches were observed during
each HST visit, the latter being indicated sequentially in time
along the horizontal axis. The format is the same as for Figure 4.
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the range of timing uncertainties in the modeled parameters
mentioned in section 2).
[25] In Figure 10, we examine some typical properties of

the dusk transient events, determined in a similar way and
shown in a similar format to the dawn patch properties in
Figure 5. The parameters of the two noon transients from
visits G2 and G3 have been excluded in this figure. In
Figure 10a, we show a histogram of the LT width of the
transient auroras averaged over their lifetime, whose mean
and standard deviation are found to be 0.35� 0.19 h LT,
respectively, with no significant difference between tran-
sients observed in the northern and southern hemispheres.
These widths are thus somewhat larger than those of the
dawn patches, which according to Figure 5 extend on
average 0.22� 0.11 h in LT. Figure 10b similarly shows a
histogram of peak limb-corrected emission intensities averaged
over the patch lifetime, with a mean value and standard devi-
ation of 2.9� 1.0 kR, similar to, but slightly smaller than, the

mean value of 4.2� 3.0 kR for the dawn patches. Figure 10c
then shows a histogram of the lifetime of these events, span-
ning a range from ~6 to ~30 min, but with an overall mean
and standard deviation of 13.6� 7.4 min. We note that these
values are very similar to the range of ~7 to 30 min quoted by
Radioti et al. [2009], though the intensities given above are
somewhat less than the ~10 kR quoted by these authors,
again possibly due to latitudinal averaging.
[26] In Figure 11, we show the angular frequency and

rotation periods of the dusk transients determined from the
linear fits to the image-to-image peak emission positions,
as illustrated in Figure 8. Despite the smaller number of
examples and the shorter lifetimes compared with the dawn
patches, the distribution of values is even broader, spanning
events that are essentially stationary in LT over their lifetime
as for visit C4 shown in Figures 7 and 8a, and those that
appear to super-corotate up to ~4 times the planetary angular
velocity. Notwithstanding the breadth of the distribution,
however, none of the dusk transients are found to move
significantly westward against planetary rotation.

Figure 10. Histograms showing overall properties of dusk
auroral transients determined from the ensemble of equinox
campaign visits, in a similar format to Figure 5. (a) The LT
extent of individual transients, defined as the width within
which the intensity remains above 80% of the peak value in
the intensity-LT line plots, with values being averaged over
all the images within a visit over the lifetime of an event. (b)
A corresponding histogram of peak limb-brightening corrected
emission intensities (kR) similarly averaged over the lifetime of
the event. (c) A histogram of the lifetime of the dusk transients,
determined as the duration over which the event can be identi-
fied by a clear peak in the intensity-LT line plots.

Figure 11. Histograms of (a) dusk transient normalized
angular velocities, and (b) corresponding rotation periods,
determined from linear fits to the image-to-image patch position
determinations such as those shown in Figure 3. The format is
similar to Figure 6.
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5. Physical Origin of Dawn Sector Patches

5.1. Relevance of the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability

[27] We now consider the physical origin of the auroral
phenomena discussed above, beginning with the eastward-
propagating dawn patches.Grodent et al. [2011] suggested that
such small-scale auroral structures might be caused by
KH waves occurring at the outer boundary of the magneto-
sphere, either at the magnetopause or in the adjacent boundary
layer, specifically through the currents that couple the resulting
perturbed plasma flow with the ionosphere. Alternatively, ULF
field line resonances (FLRs) can be excited within the magneto-
sphere by such boundary wave sources, which similarly couple
to the ionosphere [e.g., Southwood, 1974; Southwood and
Hughes, 1983]. It is evident, however, that a KH source is
inconsistent with the patch properties determined in this study,
both with regard to their interhemispheric symmetry, and to
their azimuthal propagation. We briefly discuss each in turn.
[28] The KH instability operates principally in the magne-

tospheric equatorial region (see, e.g., Desroche et al. [2012]
in the case of Jupiter), the effects of which are transmitted
along the field to the ionosphere by Alfvén waves carrying
field-aligned currents. The field perturbations produced by
the equatorial vortical flows associated with the instability
are perforce in opposite directions on either side of the equa-
tor, a configuration we refer to as being of “odd” symmetry,
and hence so are the field-aligned currents. A relevant
discussion is given, e.g., by Masters et al. [2010]. Enhanced
auroral emissions are expected to be associated with down-
ward electron acceleration in regions of field-aligned current
directed upward with respect to the ionosphere, which with
the above “odd” field symmetry implies auroral patches
that are conjugate in the two hemispheres. This is directly
contrary to the observations presented in section 3, illus-
trated in Figures 2 and 3, which show that patches in the two
hemispheres are characteristically displaced in longitude,
with maxima in one hemisphere being located near-
centrally between maxima in the other. This requires instead
that the magnetic perturbations and field-aligned currents
associated with the patches have the same direction on either
side of the equator, i.e., have “even” symmetry, and are thus
oppositely-directed with respect to the ionosphere in conju-
gate hemispheres. Exactly the same issue concerns the FLRs
that might be excited inside the magnetosphere by coupling
to KH waves on the boundary. Under near-equinoctial
conditions of north-south symmetry in the magnetosphere,
a source of “odd” symmetry on the boundary such as
KH waves can excite “odd” mode FLRs inside the magneto-
sphere, principally the fundamental mode, but cannot excite
“even” mode FLRs such as is required by our observations.
We note that in both of the two terrestrial cases in which a
magnetospheric ULF wave has been directly linked through
a FLR with a KH wave at the boundary, the ULF wave
has indeed been inferred to be in the fundamental mode
[Rae et al., 2005; Agapitov et al., 2009].
[29] Turning now to the azimuthal propagation characteristics

of the patches, we note that unstable KH waves driven by flow
shear at a boundary propagate at a speed which is intermediate
between the speeds on either side of the boundary. In the context
of Saturn’s dayside magnetopause in which the magnetospheric
plasma sub-corotates at ~100 km s–1 adjacent to the boundary
[Thomsen et al., 2010; Arridge et al., 2011;Wilson et al., 2012],

while the magnetosheath plasma flows tailward from the subsolar
region at generally comparable speeds, the implication is that
KH waves in the prenoon sector perforce propagate at all points
at an eastward speed that is less than or equal to the plasma speed
inside the boundary. A corresponding angular velocity would also
be imposed on any FLRs driven inside the magnetosphere by
KH waves. This is again contrary to the properties of the
dawn patches, which as shown in section 3.2 and Figure 6, rotate
eastward at a mean angular velocity which is considerably in
excess of the plasma angular velocity in the outer magnetosphere,
~ 0.8ΩS compared with a plasma angular velocity implied by the
aboveflow speed of ~ 0.4ΩS. As indicated in section 3.2, thefield
perturbations and currents associated with the patches thus propa-
gate eastward relative to the plasma, rather than westward as
required by a KH source.
[30] More specifically, growing KH modes are station-

ary in the frame in which the mass fluxes of the plasma
(mass density times flow speed) are equal and opposite
on either side of the boundary [e.g., Southwood, 1978].
At the dayside boundary at Saturn the mass densities are
comparable on either side, though dominated by protons in
the magnetosheath and water ions in the magnetosphere, so that
the speed of the growingmodes will be approximately the mean
of the two flow speeds. If so, KHwaves in the near-noon region
where the magnetosheath flow is small will propagate eastward
at half the speed of the magnetospheric plasma inside the
boundary, i.e., at ~0.2 ΩS according to the above discussion.
The eastward propagation then slows at earlier LTs around
the boundary, to near zero where the tailward magnetosheath
speed reaches ~100 km s–1. According to simple magnetosheath
models this would occur near ~10 h LT [e.g., Stahara et al.,
1989], in agreement with the results of Wilson et al. [2012]. At
still earlier LTs the propagation then reverses to tailward.
We note in this context that in a study of magnetopause boundary
normal deflections, Masters et al. [2012a] found that these were
consistent with tailward propagation in ~80% of cases, both at
dawn and dusk. By contrast, the dawn auroral patches studied
here move consistently eastward at all LTs later than ~8 h LT
covered by the HST images, with relatively constant angular
velocities over their observed lifetimes (e.g., Figures 3 and 8)
averaging ~ 0.8 ΩS.

5.2. Relevance of Drift-Bounce Resonance Instability

[31] These considerations thus show conclusively that the
dawn patch phenomenon is not driven by KH waves at the
boundary, nor by FLRs excited by them within the magneto-
sphere. A second possibility, however, is that ULF FLRs can
be driven within the magnetosphere by resonant interactions
with trapped magnetospheric particles. Such waves are known
to commonly occur within the Earth’s magnetosphere, with
modes of “even” magnetic and current symmetry as indicated
by our observations (principally second harmonic waves) being
driven by drift-bounce resonance with trapped ring-current ions
[e.g., Hughes et al., 1978; Yeoman and Wright, 2001; Wright
et al., 2001; Baddeley et al., 2002, 2005]. Here we therefore
make an initial assessment of the relevance of this mechanism
to the dawn patch phenomenon at Saturn, starting with the
conditions for resonance.
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[32] The condition for local drift-bounce resonance
derived by Southwood et al. [1969] is given by

o� mod ¼ Nob; (1)

where o is the angular frequency of the wave in the inertial
frame in which we work, m is the azimuthal wave number
such that the wave varies with azimuthal angle ’ as e–im’,
od is the particle azimuthal drift frequency due both to the
bulk flow of the plasma in the inertial frame (the E�B drift)
and to grad-B and curvature drifts (eastward for ions at
Saturn), ob is the particle bounce frequency along the field
lines, and N is any integer, positive, negative, or zero. How-
ever, net interchange of energy between waves and particles
during the wave cycle requires that N be zero or even for
waves whose magnetic fields are anti-symmetric about the
equator (“odd” modes), such that the wave electric fields
associated with the field line motion are symmetric, and that
N be odd for waves whose magnetic fields are symmetric
about the equator (“even” modes), such that the wave
electric fields are antisymmetric [e.g., Southwood and
Kivelson, 1982]. As indicated above, our observations sug-
gest the latter condition pertains to the dawn patches, such
that we focus here upon N=�1 drift-bounce resonance
with symmetric (e.g., second harmonic) “even” magnetic
modes, rather than N = 0 drift resonance with antisymmetric
(e.g., fundamental) “odd” magnetic modes.
[33] We start by considering the wave parameters

in equation (1) suggested by our observations. First, the
azimuthal wave number m, equal to the total number of
wavelengths in azimuth around the planet, can be found
from the LT separation of successive auroral patches in
the ionosphere, corresponding to one wavelength, or equiv-
alently from the separation of patches in opposite hemi-
spheres, corresponding to half a wavelength. From the
histogram in Figure 5c it can be seen that the typical value
of the latter is ~ 0.6 h LT, thus implying typically that
m� 20. Corresponding ULF waves in the Earth’s mag-
netosphere are also found to be of high m number, typically
m� 20� 50 [e.g., Wright et al., 2001; Baddeley et al., 2002,
2005]. Second, the angular frequency of the waves in the
inertial frame o can be found from the eastward angular
velocity Ω of the auroral patches, the latter corresponding
to the angular velocity of the wave phase fronts in the
inertial frame. The angular frequency is then given by

o ¼ m Ω: (2)

[34] FromFigure 6we find a typical value ofΩ� 1.3� 10� 4

rad s� 1 corresponding to a patch rotation period of ~14 h,
which withm� 20 giveso� 2.6� 10� 3 rad s� 1, correspond-
ing to an oscillation period in the inertial frame of ~40 min. We
note that Kleindienst et al. [2009] have shown that packets of
Alfvénic field fluctuations at such frequencies (the above corre-
sponding to ~0.4 mHz) are indeed commonly observed with
significant amplitudes in Saturn’s equatorial outer magneto-
sphere (see, e.g., their Figures 1 and 2). However, they have
not been extensively studied to date.
[35] Turning now to the particle frequencies, the drift fre-

quencyod is the sum of those due to plasma rotation at angular
velocity Ωp (due to E�B drift) and to the bounce-averaged
sum of the grad-B and curvature drifts associated with magnetic

field inhomogeneity at angular frequencyoΔB. We note that the
resonance condition given by equation (1) can then be written
as (o0 �moΔB) =Nob, where o0 =m(Ω�Ωp) is the angular
frequency of the waves in the plasma rest frame. From the
discussion of Figure 6 in section 3.2, the results of Thomsen
et al. [2010] and Arridge et al. [2011] suggest typical plasma
angular velocities of Ωp� 0.7� 10� 4 rad s� 1 in the outer
magnetosphere, corresponding to plasma rotation periods of
~25 h. The oscillation frequency in the plasma rest frame is then
typicallyo0 � 1.3� 10� 3 rad s� 1, corresponding to a period of
~80 min. We also assume a dipole field approximation as a first
estimate of the bounce-averaged magnetic inhomogeneity drift,
such that

oΔB ’ fΔB aeq
� �

LW

qBeqR2
S

; (3)

where L is the equatorial radius of the field lines in planetary
radii (RS =60, 268 km as indicated above), W is the particle
kinetic energy, q is the particle charge (where we assume
singly-charged ionswith q= e, the elementary charge),Beq = 21,
136 nT is the dipole field strength at the planet’s equator
[Burton et al., 2010], and fΔB(aeq) is a slowly varying function
of equatorial pitch angle aeq with values between 2 and 3 for
aeq between 0� and 90�. We note that N=�1 drift-bounce
resonance in a symmetric magnetic wave field favors smaller
pitch-angle particles that spend significant time away from the
node in the antisymmetric wave electric field at the equator.
The particle bounce frequency in the dipole field approximation
is similarly

ob ’ p
fb aeq
� �

LRS

W

2m

� �1=2

; (4)

where m is the particle mass, and fb(aeq) is another slowly-
varying function of equatorial pitch angle with values between
1.38 and 0.74 for aeq between 0� and 90�. We note that functions
fΔB(aeq) and fb(aeq) are defined by integrals over the particle
bounce motion that must in general be evaluated numerically
[Hamlin et al., 1961], and such values have been employed in
the results shown here (values are given in the caption to
Figure 12). For most purposes, however, the simple approximate
forms fΔB(aeq)� 2.1+0.9 sinaeq and fb(aeq)� 1.3� 0.56 sinaeq
are sufficient [e.g., Baddeley et al., 2005].
[36] Results are shown in Figure 12, where the solid lines

show the left side of equation (1) plotted versus ion energy
W on a log-scale, where the purple, red, green, and blue lines
correspond to equatorial pitch angles aeq of 0�, 30�, 60�, and
90�, respectively. The similarly color-coded dashed lines corre-
spond to the right side of equation (1), for N=+1 in the upper
half of the plot and N=� 1 in the lower half as indicated.
Drift-bounce resonance for given N then occurs where the solid
and dashed lines for a given pitch angle cross each other. For the
case of protons in Figure 12a, drift-bounce resonance with
N=+1 occurs at energies of a few keV, e.g., at ~5 keV for
30� smaller pitch angle particles, corresponding to the high-
energy tail of the low-energy proton population in the outer
magnetosphere with typical energies ~100 eV [McAndrews
et al., 2009], while drift-bounce resonance with N=� 1 occurs
at energies of a fewMeV (off the scale of the plot), correspond-
ing to the high-energy tail of the hot proton population with
typical energies ~10 keV [Dialynas et al., 2009]. Neither
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condition thus corresponds to the central energy of a major
proton population in Saturn’s magnetosphere. For the case of
water group ions in Figure 12b (mass 17 assumed), drift-
bounce resonance with N=+1 occurs at energies of a few tens
of keV, e.g., at ~30 keV for smaller 30� pitch angle particles,
corresponding to typical energies of the hot water ion popula-
tion in the outer magnetosphere, while drift-bounce resonance
with N=� 1 occurs at energies of a few hundred keV, corre-
sponding to the high-energy tail of this population [Dialynas
et al., 2009]. The former condition is thus well placed to tap
the energy of the main hot water ion population in the outer
magnetosphere if the particle distribution function contains free
energy in the form of nonmonotonic features.
[37] With regard to the disappearance of the auroral

patches near to noon, we note that modeling of FLRs in
the terrestrial context shows that they are strongly damped
in the presence of auroral electron acceleration in the upward
field-aligned current regions associated with their iono-
spheric coupling [Damiano and Johnson, 2012], such
as we infer to be present at Saturn. This suggests that the
disappearance of the auroral patches near to noon may be
related to the diminution of the “free energy” source within
the driving hot ion population, followed by rapid damping
of the waves. The hot ions are likely injected near to mid-
night and drift eastward via dawn, in conformity with the
LT properties of the patches.

5.3. Properties of Second Harmonic Field
Line Resonances

[38] Having shown that the hot water ion population forms
a suitable drift-bounce resonant energy source in the outer
magnetosphere, we now outline the nature of the ULF waves
proposed to be excited, namely an even mode FLR, specifi-
cally the second harmonic. To illustrate the properties of
such waves we employ the simple box model of Wright
and Allan [1996], following Southwood and Hughes
[1983], in which Cartesian x, y, and z coordinates represent
the radial, azimuthal, and northward directions in the magne-
tosphere, respectively. In the unperturbed system the plasma
is at rest (i.e., we work in the frame of the large-scale flow),
the magnetic field is uniform in the z direction, taken here to
be given byB ¼ �B ẑ to represent the north-to-south field of
Saturn, and the plasma density r varies in the x direction,
taken here to fall with x so that the Alfvén speed rises.
The system is then limited in the z direction by two plane
boundaries of large but finite Pedersen conductivity ΣP,
representing the two ionospheres, located at z =� l, such
that z = 0 represents the equator.
[39] The waves in this system are characterized by three

scale lengths or wave numbers, corresponding to the three
spatial coordinates, namely dx, ky, and kz. The wave numbers
are ky in the y (azimuthal) direction, such that the wave
varies as exp j(kyy�ot), and kz in the z (northward) direc-
tion, to lowest order quantized by the ionospheric boundary
conditions according to

kz ¼ np
2l

; (5)

for n any positive integer. When n is odd, as studied by
Wright and Allan [1996], the transverse magnetic and elec-
tric perturbations vary as sin(kzz) and cos(kzz), respectively,
thus being antisymmetric and symmetric about the equator,

Figure 12. Plots showing conditions for drift-bounce
resonance with ULF waves corresponding to the eastward-
drifting dawn auroral patches, for (a) protons, and (b) water
group ions (mass 17 assumed). The waves have azimuthal
wave number m= 20, an oscillation frequency in the plasma
rest frame of o0 = 1.3� 10� 3 rad s� 1, and are taken to have
symmetric (e.g., second harmonic) magnetic perturbations
relative to the equator so that principal resonances are those
with N=� 1. In each panel the solid lines show the left side
of equation (1) plotted versus ion energy W on a log scale,
where purple, red, green, and blue correspond to equatorial
pitch angles aeq of 0�, 30�, 60�, and 90�, respectively (these
curves being independent of ion mass). The similarly color-
coded dashed lines correspond to the right side of equation (1),
for N = + 1 in the upper half of the plot and N =� 1 in the
lower half as indicated. Numerically-integrated values of
the pitch-angle functions employed for aeq = 0�, 30�, 60�,
and 90� are fΔB(aeq) = 2.000, 2.552, 2.871, and 3.000, and
fb(aeq) = 1.380, 1.000, 0.806, and 0.741, to three decimal
places. Drift-bounce resonance occurs at ion energies where
the solid and dashed lines of a given color cross. Drift
resonance with N = 0 also occurs where the solid lines pass
through zero near ~100 keV independent of ion mass, but
the wave-particle energy exchange is zero for such particles
for waves having symmetric magnetic and anti-symmetric
electric perturbations.
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as indicated above. However, when n is even, as studied
here, the transverse magnetic and electric perturbations vary
as cos(kzz) and sin(kzz), respectively, thus being symmetric
and antisymmetric about the equator. In both cases, to lowest
order, the ionospheres form nodes in the wave electric field
(and plasma flow), and antinodes in the transverse magnetic
field. The corresponding angular frequency o of the wave for
a mode n field line resonance at position x= xR is given by

o ¼ kz VA xRð Þ ¼ np
2l

VA xRð Þ; (6)

where VA xð Þ ¼ B=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mor xð Þp

is the Alfvén speed. The spatial
scale dx of the resonant region in the x direction about xR is
then given for any n by

dx ¼ 2

np

� �
1

moΣP dVA=dxð Þx¼xR

: (7)

[40] This equation may be obtained from equation (18) of
Wright and Allan [1996], with the use of their equations (15)
and (16) and the above expression for the Alfvén speed VA

(x) (see also the Appendix).

[41] We now apply this model to the dawn patch observations
presented in section 3, assuming that this phenomenon corre-
sponds to a resonance of the required north-south symmetry,
n=2, propagating eastward in the outer magnetosphere. First,
the wave number ky in the y direction should correspond to
azimuthal wave number m� 20 at a radial distance of ~20 RS,
thus implying an east-west wavelength ly� 2p’ 6 RS such that
ky � 1 R�1

S . Second, equation (5) gives kzl�p with n=2,
where l is the effective length of the field lines from the equator
to the Pedersen-conducting ionospheric boundary. Unlike the
box model, however, the Alfvén speed VA varies strongly along
field lines in Saturn’s magnetosphere, with equation (6) being
generalized to

o � np

ZL
�L

ds

VA sð Þ

; (8)

where s is distance along field lines of total length 2L.
Consideration of equation (8) shows that length l corresponds
essentially to the half-width of the central plasma layer where
the density remains high due to equatorial confinement of the
rotating plasma and the field strength remains low, such that
the Alfvén speed is also low, thus making the dominant contri-
bution to the propagation time integral. Plasma observations
indicate that l� 5 RS is reasonable in the outer magnetosphere
[Richardson, 1995; Thomsen et al., 2010], such that lz� 10 RS
for n=2 and kz � p=5 ’ 0:6 R�1

S . Third, we check the consis-
tencyof equation (6)withour aboveestimateof thewaveangular
frequency in the plasma rest frame, o0 � 1.3� 10� 3 rad s� 1,
such that we need to know the value of the equatorial Alfvén
speed. This is shown in Figure 13, where in Figures 13a and 13b
we show radial profiles spanning ~3 to ~20 RS of the equatorial
magnetic field strength and plasma mass density, respectively,
determined by Kellett et al. [2011] from eleven orbits of the
Cassini spacecraft, together with the consequent Alfvén speed
in Figure 13c. The data have been divided into four color-coded
LTsectorsas indicated in thefigure,plottedover the radial ranges
forwhichdataexists,ofwhichthe6–12hLTdata(yellowlines) is
most germane here. It can be seen that the Alfvén speed falls
rapidly with distance in the inner magnetosphere, before flatten-
ing and then rising again with much variability in the outer
dayside region, where VA� 100 km s� 1. Substitution of this
value into equation (6) with n=2 and l� 5 RS then yields a
frequency o� 1.0� 10� 3 rad s� 1, in excellent consistency
with the valueo0 � 1.3� 10� 3 rad s� 1 deduced from observa-
tions. Fourth, the radial scale of the resonance dx is not obviously
determinable from equation (7), because although we may
estimate ΣP� 8mho in the morning auroral zone from the work
ofGaland et al. [2011], Figure 13 suggests that a wide range of
spatial scalesmay be present in the outer region. Herewe simply
assume sufficiently steep spatial gradients in the Alfvén speed,
comparable to the largest suggested in the figure, such that the
resonant region is sharply defined. Specifically, we take for
definiteness dx� 0.3 RS, with the main current region then
extending radially over ~1RS in the equatorial plane (see below).
This rangemaps to approximately half a degree of latitude in the
ionosphere(~500kmnorth-south), rather less thanis indicatedby
the projected images inFigures 2 and7.However, as indicated in
section 2, the latter are significantly broadened by the projection
of obliquely viewed emission, which also has a finite vertical
extent in the atmosphere.

Figure 13. Plots showing radial profiles in Saturn’s equato-
rial plane of (a) the magnetic field strength, (b) the plasma mass
density, and (c) the Alfvén speed. The field and plasma param-
eters were derived by Kellett et al. [2011] from eleven orbits of
closely equatorial Cassini data, these data being divided into
four color-coded LT quadrants as indicated in the figure.
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Figure 14. Montage of plots illustrating the properties of a second harmonic (n=2)Alfvén resonance obtained from
the Wright and Allan [1996] box model (see Appendix), specifically for model parameters ky dx=0.3, and ky l=5.
The top three rows of plots show contours of normalized parameters plotted in the x� z plane, while the bottom
row similarly shows contours in the x� y plane at the two ionospheric boundaries (z/l )=� 1. The x coordinate repre-
sents the radial direction in the equatorial region and the poleward direction in both hemispheres, y represents the
azimuthal direction positive eastward, and z is antiparallel to the background field, northward in the equatorial region.
The x coordinate is normalized to dx and shown relative to the position of the resonantfield line at x=xR, y top/ky, and z
to the effective half-length of the field lines l. Zero contours are indicated by black dotted lines, while red and
blue contours show positive and negative normalized values, respectively, differing by factors of 2 from each other,
starting with lowest values of�0.5 nearest the zero lines. In the x� z plots, the dashed and solid contours correspond
to ky y/p=0, 2, 4 . . .. and ky y/p=0.5, 2.5, 4.5 . . .., respectively. Values for the other half wave cycle may be
obtained simply by interchanging red and blue. The top row shows the normalized field line displacements in the x
and y directions x 0

x,y and velocities u 0
x,y, the second row the normalized magnetic and electric fields b 0

x,y and e 0
x,y,

and the third row the normalized current densities j 0x,y,z. The x� y plots in the bottom row show the height-
integrated Pedersen currents i 0x,y in the northern ionosphere, the sign of which reverses in the southern hemisphere,
together with the ionospheric field-aligned current density j 0z applicable to both hemispheres by virtue of the symmetry.
The plots correspond specifically to time t=0 and arbitrary phase f=0 in the formulas in the Appendix, with the
perturbations then propagating in the y direction with phase speed o/ky, with o given by equation (6).
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[42] In Figure 14 we show a montage of wave parameter
plots obtained from the Wright and Allan [1996] box model,
the formulas for which are given in the Appendix, illustrat-
ing the nature of the magnetosphere-ionosphere perturba-
tions considered here. Following the above discussion, the
model parameters employed are n = 2 (second harmonic),
kydx= 0.3, and ky l= 5. The top three rows of plots show
contours of normalized parameters plotted in the x� z plane,
recalling that x represents the radial direction, and z
northward antiparallel to the background field. The x coordi-
nate is normalized to dx given by equation (7) and shown
relative to the resonant field line for angular frequency o
at x = xR over the range �5 (representing a physical length
at the equator of ~3 RS), while z is normalized to the effec-
tive half-length of the field lines l (a physical length of ~5
RS), such that the highly conducting model boundaries are
located at the top and bottom of the plot at �1. The y
coordinate representing the azimuthal direction, positive
eastward, is then directed into the plane of these diagrams,
normalized to p/ky (a physical length of ~3 RS). Zero values
are indicated by black dotted lines, while red and blue
contours show positive and negative normalized values,
respectively, which differ by factors of 2 from each
other, starting with lowest values of �0.5 nearest the
zero lines. Dashed and solid contour lines correspond
to ky y/p= 0, 2, 4 . . . . and ky y/p= 0.5, 2.5, 4.5 . . . . ,
respectively, with values for the other half wave cycle
being obtained simply by interchanging red and blue.
The plots correspond specifically to time t = 0 in the for-
mulas in the Appendix (and arbitrary phase f= 0), with
the perturbation then propagating in the y direction with
time at phase speed o/ky.
[43] The top row of plots in Figure 14 show the normal-

ized field line displacements in the x and y directions x0x,y
and velocities u0x,y, the second row the normalized magnetic
and electric fields b0x,y and e0x,y, and the third row the
normalized current densities j0x,y,z. As discussed above, the
magnetic perturbations are symmetric about the equator,
with nodes at (z/l) =� 0.5, and antinodes at the equator and
at the boundaries (z/l) =� 1. Conversely, the electric field,
together with the plasma velocities, field displacements,
and transverse currents, are antisymmetric about the equator,
with antinodes at (z/l) =� 0.5, and nodes at the equator and
at the boundaries. The field-aligned current j0z, however,
is again symmetrical about the equator, with nodes at
(z/l) =� 0.5, and antinodes at the equator and at the bound-
aries. This symmetry means, however, that the field-aligned
current is oppositely directed relative to the ionosphere at
conjugate points in the two hemispheres, such that if the
current is into the ionosphere in one hemisphere, it is out of
the ionosphere in the other, and vice versa.
[44] The ionospheric currents themselves are shown in the

bottom row of Figure 14, where we plot contours of normal-
ized parameters in the x� y plane at the two ionospheric
boundaries (z/l) =� 1, where in the ionosphere positive
x represents the poleward direction in both hemispheres,
and y is again positive eastward. Specifically, we show
contours of the field-aligned current j0z applicable to both
hemispheres by virtue of the symmetry, together with the
height-integrated Pedersen currents i0x,y which close this cur-
rent specifically for the northern ionosphere. The sign of the
latter currents is reversed in the southern hemisphere. It can

be seen that strong oscillatory peaks in the upward and
downward field-aligned current occur within a few dx of
the resonance, as indicated above. Upward currents, poten-
tially associated with downward electron acceleration and
auroras, correspond to blue regions in the northern hemi-
sphere and red regions in the southern, thus displaying the
symmetry properties observed in the dawn auroral patches.
For the parameters chosen, the main upward current regions
have a north-south physical dimension of ~500 km in the
ionosphere, with successive regions of given sign being
displaced ~5000 km east-west in a given hemisphere.

6. Physical Origin of Dusk Transients

[45] The exclusively nonconjugate nature of the dusk tran-
sient events demonstrated in section 4 shows that they cannot
be produced by processes on closed field lines such as magneto-
spheric hot plasma injections or ULF waves that would inevita-
bly result in simultaneous emission from both hemispheres.
Instead, our results suggest that open field lines may be involved
for which conjugacy is not mandatory, which we therefore
consider here. Specifically, we discuss emissions associated
with bursts of magnetic reconnection at the dayside magneto-
pause, and consider their location, conjugacy, and lifetime.
[46] With regard to the postnoon location of the events, we

note that magnetic reconnection is expected to be suppressed
by strong velocity shear across the boundary, when the shear
parallel to the reconnecting fields becomes comparable with
the Alfvén speed [Owen and Cowley, 1987; La Belle-Hamer
et al., 1995; Cassak and Otto, 2011]. As discussed previ-
ously for the case of Jupiter by Desroche et al. [2012], the
subsolar and dusk side of the magnetopause at Saturn is thus
favored for large-scale reconnection compared with dawn
due to the asymmetry imposed by the interior rotation flow.
The plasma angular velocity in the outer magnetosphere
envisaged in section 3.2 corresponds to an eastward flow
of ~100 km s–1 adjacent to the boundary as previously indi-
cated in section 5.1, which is likely to be matched in the
postnoon magnetosheath near ~14 h LT for the low solar
wind flow conditions pertaining here (Figure 1), thus reduc-
ing the flow shear across the boundary to minimum values in
this sector. A link between reconnection events and transient
emissions with a mean location of formation at ~14.5 h LT
as shown in Figure 9 (section 4.2), thus seems plausible.
[47] We then consider the effects associated with a burst of

reconnection at the postnoon magnetopause, such that patches
of new open flux are formed in the ionosphere lying initially just
equatorward of the preexisting open-closed field boundary.
Although magnetosheath plasma will then precipitate into the
atmosphere in these patches in both hemispheres, containing
equal amounts of newly opened magnetic flux, the associated
energy flux is entirely insufficient to produce bright detectable
UV auroras [e.g., Cowley et al., 2004].
[48] Instead, we need to consider the field-aligned currents

associated with velocity perturbations on the open flux tubes,
the north-south symmetry of which is broken by the pres-
ence of the east-west (Y) component of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF). This is sketched in Figure 15, where
Figures 15a and 15b show the situation for positive and
negative IMF By (and positive Bz), respectively. The sketches
on the left of these panels show newly opened field lines in
the postnoon sector in each case, in views looking from the
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direction of the Sun. It can be seen for By positive that the effect
of the field tension on the newly opened flux tubes enhances the
duskward flow of the field lines in the north, while retarding it in
the south, and vice versa for By negative. In addition, if
reconnection between near-antiparallel fields is favored, as
suggested in relation to plasma b effects at the boundary by
Masters et al. [2012b] and Desroche et al. [2012], then the

reconnection sites may be displaced away from the equator, into
the southern hemisphere for By positive and into the northern
hemisphere for By negative, as shown in the sketches. If so,
the retardation effect in one hemisphere may be more effective
than the enhancement in the other, because in both cases the for-
mer involves the “short” branch of the newly open field lines
and the latter the “long.” The “short” branch implies more

N

N

(a) IMF By > 0

(b) IMF By < 0

North
Pole

North
Pole

South
Pole

South
Pole

Figure 15. Sketches illustrating the north-south asymmetries on newly opened flux tubes due to the pres-
ence of IMF By, where it shows the cases of (a) positive and (b) negative IMF By (and positive Bz). The
sketches on the left in each panel show newly-opened field lines in the postnoon sector in each case, in
views looking from the direction of the Sun, showing the senses of the field tension force associated with
the east-west field. For near-antiparallel reconnection, the reconnection site is displaced into the southern
hemisphere for positive By and into the northern hemisphere for negative By, as shown. The effects on the
plasma flow and currents in the northern and southern ionospheres are sketched in the upper and lower
diagrams on the right in each panel, respectively. The solid lines show the open-closed boundary in each
hemisphere, displaced equatorward in the central region by the reconnection event forming the equator-
ward limit of the patches of new open flux, while the short-dashed lines show the former boundary
marking the poleward limit of the patches, perturbed poleward as they transfer into the polar cap. The
arrowed long-dashed lines show plasma streamlines, while the circled dots and crosses show the regions
of upward and downward field-aligned currents, respectively, on the boundary of the open patch.
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prompt and effective communication with the ionosphere via
Alfvén waves than the “long” branch, due to the shorter propa-
gation path with higher wave speeds away from the central
plasma sheet. Simple estimates suggest one-way communica-
tion times of ~15 min in former case, and ~1 h in the latter.
[49] The effects on the plasma flow and currents in the

northern and southern ionospheres are sketched in the upper
and lower diagrams on the right of each panel in Figure 15,
respectively, where the arrowed long-dashed lines show
plasma streamlines, and the patch of new open flux in
each hemisphere is contained between the equatorward-
displaced open-closed boundary on the equatorward side
(solid line), and the perturbed former open-closed boundary
on the poleward side (short dashed lines). We have assumed,
for simplicity, similar significantly sub-corotating flows on both
open and closed field lines in the unperturbed state, such that an
approximately uniform ionospheric Pedersen current flows
equatorward across the boundary in both hemispheres. This
simple initial state allows us to focus on the essential asymmetry
associated with the newly opened flux tubes.
[50] Considering first the effects for IMF By positive in

Figure 15a, it can be seen that the enhancement of the
duskward plasma flow on newly opened flux tubes in the
northern hemisphere reduces the equatorward current within
the patch, hence requiring upward field-aligned currents to
flow on its poleward side, indicated by circled dots, and equal
and opposite downward currents to flow on its equatorward
side, indicated by circled crosses. Simultaneously, reduction
of the duskward flow on the newly opened flux tubes in the
southern hemisphere enhances the equatorward current within
the patch, requiring downward currents to flow on its poleward
boundary and equal upward currents to flow on its equator-
ward boundary. Consideration of auroral emissions then
focuses on the regions of upward current, which for IMF By

positive in Figure 15a will be carried by cool, dense
magnetosheath plasma at the poleward boundary of the patch
in the northern hemisphere, generally not requiring strong
field-aligned acceleration of the electrons, but at least partially
by hot tenuous magnetospheric plasma at the equatorward
boundary of the patch in the southern hemisphere, the latter
then requiring strong field-aligned electron acceleration lead-
ing to bright auroras [e.g., Cowley et al., 2004]. For IMF By
positive, therefore, we may expect transient bright auroras to
be associated with patches of newly-opened flux tubes in the
south, but not in the north. For IMF By negative shown in
Figure 15b, however, the sense of the current asymmetry is
reversed, leading to the expectation of bright auroras at the
equatorward boundary of the patch in the north, but not at
the poleward boundary in the south by the same argument.
We note that in both cases the bright auroras are expected to
occur in the hemisphere where the eastward motion of the
new open field lines is retarded by the field tension, an effect
that may be enhanced by off-equatorial near-antiparallel
reconnection as noted above. Although simplistic, this discus-
sion nevertheless illustrates how magnetopause reconnection
events can lead to postnoon nonconjugate transient emissions
that occur in only one hemisphere, but with roughly equal
numbers of such events occurring in the northern and southern
hemispheres depending on IMF By.
[51] With regard to the lifetime of the transient auroral

events, we note that in the above scenario this relates to
the time scale for relaxation of the field tension effect

leading to retarded flows in one hemisphere. Such relaxation
will occur as the magnetosheath plasma adjacent to the mag-
netopause accelerates in the tailward flow back toward
speeds comparable to those in the upstream solar wind, con-
siderably in excess of speeds in the outer magnetosphere,
leading to a reversal in sense of the flow perturbation from
retardation to enhancement, as in the opposite hemisphere.
The retardation effect is therefore transient, with correspond-
ing transient auroras occurring in the interval in which the
associated field-aligned currents remain sufficiently strong
to generate bright emissions. The flow perturbations in the
magnetosheath associated with the field tension will be of
order the Alfvén speed, ~50 km s–1, thus producing a signif-
icant effect corresponding to roughly half the speed of the
transverse flow near the reconnection site, while the time
required for the magnetosheath flow to accelerate by a
comparable amount downstream of the reconnection site is
estimated from simple models to be ~30–40 min (equivalent
to 2–3 one-way Alfvén transit times between the magneto-
pause and ionosphere on the “short” open field branch).
The transient auroral lifetimes of ~10–30 min in Figure 10
then correspond roughly to a half of this interval, which
appears not unreasonable. We note that in the interval of
~30–40 min following postnoon reconnection, the open
tubes will have propagated only ~5 RS around the magneto-
pause toward dusk, corresponding to ~1 h of LT. The expected
overall eastward motion of the transient aurora over their life-
time is thus small, such that the scattered nature of the angular
velocity measurements in Figure 11 is perhaps not surprising.
The estimated overall time scale for propagation to the night
side via dusk in the accelerating flow is ~100 min.
[52] We briefly note here that a possible alternative

scenario for strictly nonconjugate dayside emissions that is
perhaps worth future consideration involves high-latitude
lobe reconnection, one hemisphere at a time, during intervals
of southward IMF. However, given a largely tailward
magnetosheath flow adjacent to the high-latitude lobe
magnetopause, the origin of the strong preference for tran-
sient emissions in the dusk sector may then be less obvious.
[53] The above discussion clearly prompts consideration

of the hemispheric occurrence of these dusk transient events
in relation to the IMF vector upstream of the magnetosphere,
particularly with regard to the Y component that governs
the hemispheric asymmetries as outlined above, as well as the
Z component that also regulates the location and rate
of reconnection. We note, however, that the correlation study
presented by Zieger and Hansen [2008] between observed
and modeled interplanetary parameters shows that the IMF
Y component is only moderately well predicted, while the
Z component cannot be predicted at all. It is thus perhaps unsur-
prising that examination reveals no clear correspondence
between the northern and southern transient events
found here and the modeled Y component corresponding
to the propagated parameters in Figure 1.

7. Summary

[54] In this paper we have examined Saturn’s dayside UV
auroral emissions using HST ACS/SBC image data obtained
on 32 near-opposition visits close to Saturn equinox in
January–March 2009, when the Saturn sub-Earth latitude was
only ~2�. Auroral emissions from both northern and southern
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hemispheres could thus be simultaneously, if somewhat
obliquely, observed, allowing issues of interhemispheric
conjugacy uniquely to be investigated. Previous studies of
Saturn’s dayside emissions have established the existence of
two types of small-scale features, namely relatively long-lived
eastward-drifting patches in the dawn-to-noon sector discussed
previously by Grodent et al. [2011], and ~10–30 min transient
emissions in the dusk sector discussed previously by Radioti
et al. [2009]. Here we have further examined related phenom-
ena, focusing on issues of interhemispheric conjugacy, and
implications for physical origins. The near-equinox interval
investigated also corresponded to conditions of extreme solar
quiet at the minimum of the solar cycle, with MHD-model
predicted solar wind dynamic pressures that are moderate to
low, such that the subsolar radius of Saturn’s magnetosphere
is expected typically to lie in the range ~20–30 RS, sometimes
expanding as far as ~ 40 RS.
[55] The equinox campaign images show that eastward-

propagating patches are commonly present in the dawn-to-
noon sector, being observed on ~70% of all HST visits.
When they are observed, they are nearly always observed
in both northern and southern hemispheres during a visit.
Unexpectedly, however, the emission maxima are found
generally not to be conjugate north and south, but are instead
typically displaced in LT by ~0.5–1 h. When multiple
patches are present, maxima in one hemisphere typically fall
near minima in the other. Angular velocities of rotation,
while broadly spread, are found to average ~80% of rigid
corotation, similar to typical ~70% values reported for
auroral “spots” by Grodent et al. [2011]. These values are
somewhat larger than the typical plasma angular velocities
of ~40–50% of rigid corotation reported by Thomsen et al.
[2010] and Arridge et al. [2011] for the outer magnetosphere
to which these emissions are likely conjugate. Our results
thus suggest that the patches propagate eastward through
the plasma at modest relative angular speeds.
[56] These properties are consistent with those expected

for a second harmonic ULF FLR wave propagating eastward
through the plasma, for which the magnetic field and field-
aligned current perturbations are symmetric about the equa-
tor, thus being consistent with the above conjugacy findings.
In this interpretation the waves have azimuthal wave number
m� 20, and propagate eastward with a wave period in the
plasma rest frame of ~80 min, compared with ~40 min in
the inertial frame. This period is consistent with expectations
for a second harmonic resonance in the outer magnetosphere
for an observed equatorial Alfvén speed of ~100 km s–1 and
a plausible effective length of the field lines of ~10 RS. With
regard to the origin of the ULF wave, both symmetry and
propagation properties have been shown to be inconsistent
with a Kelvin-Helmholtz source excited in the magneto-
spheric boundary region. However, N=+ 1 drift-bounce
resonance with water ions at energies of a few tens of keV
is a plausible mechanism for wave generation, such ions
forming a major component of the hot plasma population
in Saturn’s outer magnetosphere.
[57] The equinox data set shows that transient dusk emissions

are also a common phenomenon, but not as common as dawn
patches, being observed on ~40% of the HST visits of
~ 40 min total duration. These emissions are also found to be
nonconjugate, but now in the more strict sense that transient
enhancements in one hemisphere are entirely unaccompanied

by enhancements in the other. However, examples of such
enhancements were observed in both the northern and southern
hemispheres, those reported in pre-equinox HST data by
Radioti et al. [2009] perforce being located exclusively in the
south. Such extreme nonconjugate behavior suggests an associ-
ation with open flux tubes for which approximate conjugacy is
not mandatory, and we have discussed one scenario in which
north-south symmetry is broken on newly-opened dayside flux
tubes through the agency of the east-west (Y) component of the
IMF, generally the major IMF component in the outer solar
system. The picture proposed has been shown to be plausibly
consistent with preferential event occurrence in the postnoon
sector, equal overall numbers of events north and south, and
time scales of a few tens of minutes, though the expected
relationship with the sign of the IMF Y component remains to
be established observationally. Further examination of conju-
gate auroral properties from Earth, however, will now have to
await observations uring the next Saturn equinox, occurring in
April 2024.

AppendixA: Formulae forAlfvénResonanceBoxModel

[58] Here we outline the governing equations and
resulting formulae for the Wright and Allan [1996] box
model of Alfvén resonances employed to construct
Figure 14, specifically focusing on the even modes applicable
to this paper (noting that Wright and Allan [1996] focused
specifically on, and gave formulas for, the odd modes). For
examples of previous uses of this model in a terrestrial context
see, e.g., Milan et al. [2001] and Scoffield et al. [2007].
[59] The box model employs three orthogonal right-handed

Cartesian coordinates, x representing the radial direction at the
equator and the poleward directions in both ionospheres, y the
azimuthal direction positive eastward, and z the field-aligned
coordinate northward at the equator. In the unperturbed system
the magnetic field is taken to be uniform,B ¼ �B ẑ (where in
Figure 14 we take the lower sign representing the southward
field at Saturn), while the plasma is at rest, U=0, and of mass
density r=r(x). The system is terminated at z=� l by bound-
aries of high but finite Pedersen conductivity ΣP. Writing wave
perturbations using lower case symbols and linearizing, the ba-
sic equations governing the system are Faraday’s law and the
momentum equation

@b

@t
¼ curl u� Bð Þ and r

@u

@t
¼ j � B ¼ 1

mo
curl bð Þ � B ;

(A1)

where the wave electric field is e=�u�B, j is the electric
current density in the plasma, and the displacement current
and plasma pressure have been neglected. We also have
u= (@ j/@ t) where j is the plasma and field line displacement
from its unperturbed position, such that both the wave electric
and magnetic fields (and hence current densities) can be written
in terms of j and its derivatives (b= curl(x�B) from Faraday’s
law). We assume sinusoidal propagation in the y direction
as eiΦ(y,t) with Φ(y,t) = (ky y�ot+f), where angular
frequency o corresponds to an Alfvén resonance of order
n at x = xR (equation (6)), and f is an arbitrary constant.
Introducing normalized variable X= (x� xR)/dx in the x direc-
tion (where dx is given by equation (7)), the lowest-order even
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mode (n=2, 4, 6, . . . .) solutions for xx and xy in the vicinity of
the resonance are given in complex form by

xx ¼ xxo sin
npz
2l

� �
G Xð ÞeiΦ y;tð Þ and xy ¼

i

kydx

@xx
@X

; (A2)

from which all other perturbed quantities follow (the
height-integrated ionospheric Pedersen current intensities i
at (z/l) =� 1 through i ¼ � ẑ � bð Þ=mo from Ampère’s law).
Complex function G(X) =Gr+ iGi= ln(X� i) (see further
below), and the physical quantities are taken to be the real parts
of these expressions. We note that at this order the field-
aligned components uz and bz are both zero. We also note that
the expression for the odd modes (n=1, 3, 5, . . . .) simply
replaces sin with cos in the z function in equation (A2).
[60] It is convenient to normalize displacements to xxo,

velocities to oxxo, electric fields to oxxoB, magnetic fields
to (np/2l)xxoB, current densities to (np/2l)2xxoB/mo, and
ionospheric current intensities to (np/2l)xxoB/mo. We then
obtain the following normalized forms for the even modes
with n = 2, 4, 6, . . ..

x0
x ¼ sin

npz
2l

� �
Gr cosΦ� Gi sinΦð Þ

x0
y ¼ � 1

kydx
sin

npz
2l

� �
Fr cosΦ� Fi sinΦð Þ

u0
x ¼ sin

npz
2l

� �
Gi cosΦþ Gr sinΦð Þ

u0
y ¼ � 1

kydx
sin

npz
2l

� �
Fi cosΦþ Fr sinΦð Þ

e0x ¼ � 1

kydx
sin

npz
2l

� �
Fi cosΦþ Fr sinΦð Þ

e0
y ¼ � sin

npz
2l

� �
Gi cosΦþ Gr sinΦð Þ

b0
x ¼ � cos

npz
2l

� �
Gr cosΦ� Gi sinΦð Þ

b0
y ¼ � 1

kydx
cos

npz
2l

� �
Fr cosΦ� Fi sinΦð Þ

j
0
x ¼ � 1

kydx
sin

npz
2l

� �
Fr cosΦ� Fi sinΦð Þ

j
0
y ¼ � sin

npz
2l

� �
Gr cosΦ� Gi sinΦð Þ

j
0
z ¼ � 2kyl

np

� �
cos

npz
2l

� �
ð Hr

kydx
� �2 þ Gi

 !
cosΦ

� Hi

kydx
� �2 � Gr

 !
sinΦÞ

i
0
x ¼ � 1

kydx
cos

np
2

� �
Fr cosΦ� Fi sinΦð Þ

i
0
y ¼ � cos

np
2

� �
Gr cosΦ� Gi sinΦð Þ

(A3)

where the alternative signs refer specifically to the two
choices B ¼ �B ẑ, and the expressions for the ionospheric

currents i 0x and i 0y refer specifically to the upper boundary
at (z/l) = 1, with opposite signs at the lower boundary at
(z/l) =� 1. Figure 14 corresponds to taking the lower signs
throughout in equation (A3), together with t=0 and arbitrary
phase f= 0. Complex functions G(X), F(X), and H(X)
are given by

G Xð Þ ¼ ln X � ið Þ F Xð Þ ¼ �i
dG

dX
H Xð Þ ¼ � dF

dX
¼ i

d2G

dX 2
;

with real and imaginary parts

Gr ¼ ln
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X 2 þ 1

p
Gi ¼ tan�1 �1

X

� �

Fr ¼ 1

X 2 þ 1ð Þ Fi ¼ X

X 2 þ 1ð Þ
Hr ¼ 2X

X 2 þ 1ð Þ2 Hi ¼ � X 2 � 1ð Þ
X 2 þ 1ð Þ2

(A4)

where we take the signs of numerator and denominator
separately in the arctan function in equation (A4) to define
the function over the full 360� range. We note that the
perturbed quantities satisfy div b = 0, div j= 0, and div u= 0,
the latter such that the wave flow is incompressible.
[61] Equivalent expressions for the odd modes with

n = 1, 3, 5, . . .. may be obtained from the above simply
by interchanging sin and cos in the z functions (not in the
Φ functions), switching the signs of b 0

x, b 0
y, j 0z, i 0x, and i 0y,

and noting that the resulting expressions for i0x and i0y are
valid at both boundaries.
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